Tambayayong eLibrary
Digital Learning in Geographically Isolated, Disadvantaged Communities

- Seeking to make a difference in education through introduction of digital resources to schools in remote areas where the Internet is at best spotty if not altogether unavailable.

- The eLibrary is a platform of engagement, for getting together to help improve K-12 instruction, share educational resources, and enhance the overall experience of teaching and learning.

more info
contact@library.ph
project info: library.ph
engagement: library.ph/engage
Tambayayong eLibrary
Digital Learning in Geographically Isolated, Disadvantaged Communities

Be a Partner Sponsor
- sponsor an eLib Box for a remote K-12 school
- sponsor a workshop for the integration of digital resources in teaching and learning

Be a Partner School
- propose plans for making the use of the eLibrary resources as a centering activity for various aspects of the school's academic life.
- encourage to do activities that incorporate the eLibrary resources into learning portfolios or experiences.
- propose creative ways of encouraging students and teachers to use eLibrary resources

How it works
a stand-alone, browser-accessible repository of digital resources: the eLibrary

- Students and teachers may use a wifi access point ("Tambayayong eLibrary"), open the browser and point it to "library.ph" (or 172.24.1.1) to access the repository.
  - No internet required